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Mast Cells: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2005

	A cutting-edge collection of readily reproducible techniques for the isolation, culture, and study of activation and signaling in human mast cells. These methods take advantage of the latest advances in molecular biology, technology, and information science. They include methods for the identification of mast cells, the development of mast...
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Probabilistic Databases (Synthesis Lectures on Data Management)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011

	Probabilistic databases are databases where the value of some attributes or the presence of some records are uncertain and known only with some probability. Applications in many areas such as information extraction, RFID and scientific data management, data cleaning, data integration, and financial risk assessment produce large volumes of...
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Microsoft Access 2010 In DepthQue, 2011

	Access 2010 In Depth is the beyond-the-basics, beneath-the-surface guide for everyone who wants to streamline their work with Access 2010, and get more done in less time. Legendary Access expert Roger Jennings provides specific, tested, proven solutions to the problems Access database users and developers run into...
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Microsoft Expression Blend 4 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2011

	There are many ways that Expression Blend can be described—who it is aimed at and
	how it should be used.


	My view will be different from the next guy or gal, and the one after that. All I know is
	that I have used this tool almost on a daily basis for several years now on every platform
	that it supports, and it just keeps...
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Nonviral Vectors for Gene Therapy, Part 2, Volume 54, Second Edition (Advances in Genetics)Academic Press, 2005

	Since the pioneering discovery by Felgner et al. (1987) that cationic lipid

	can efficiently transfect cells, there was a surge of research activity in this

	area. The field received another boost when Nabel et al. (1993) successfully

	completed a small phase I clinical trial in gene therapy of melanoma

	using cationic liposome as a...
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Alpha-Synuclein: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2019

	
		This volume provides the reader with detailed protocols that describe a variety of in vitro and in vivo techniques that study reductionist systems and human samples. The methods covered in this book explore a broad selection of topics such as functional aspects of alpha-synuclein biology, its lipid-interactions and misfolding, and...
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Photoshop CS2 Bible, Professional EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Inside, you'll find advanced coverage of Photoshop CS2
	Explore new ways to adjust and enhance color
	Use retouching and color adjustment techniques to correct seemingly impossible-to-fix images
	Gain control over digital camera images with Photoshop's enhanced Camera Raw capabilities
	Manage...
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Bioinformatics: Tools and ApplicationsSpringer, 2009


	Biology has progressed tremendously in the last decade due in part to the

	increased automation in the generation of data from sequences to genotypes to

	phenotypes. Biology is now very much an information science, and bioinformatics

	provides the means to connect biological data to hypotheses. Within this volume,

	we have collated...
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Oracle Database 10g: The Complete Reference (Osborne ORACLE Press Series)McGraw-Hill, 2004

	Get a thorough understanding of Oracle Database 10g from the most comprehensive Oracle database reference on the market, published by Oracle Press. From critical architecture concepts to advanced object-oriented concepts, this powerhouse contains nearly 50 chapters designed to enlighten you. Upgrade from earlier versions, use SQL,...
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Mathematical RecreationsDover Publications, 1953
IN October, 1941, I was invited to give a course of lectures at the New School for Social Research in New York City on the general topic, "Mathematical Recreations." On these lectures this book is based.

It may also be regarded as a revised edition of my similar work, published in French, entitled, "La Mathematique des...
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Microsoft Windows Workflow Foundation 4.0 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	Windows Workflow Foundation 4.0 (WF) is a significant part of .NET Framework 4.0. WF makes workflow technology available to every single programmer that uses the .NET Framework 4.0. It is easy to create long running and distributed programs using WF with the right knowledge. With this book, you will discover that working with workflows is...
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Higher-Order Perl: Transforming Programs with ProgramsMorgan Kaufmann, 2005
"Higher-Order Perl is the most exciting, most clearly-written, most comprehensive, and most forward-looking programming book I've read in at least ten years. It's your map to the future of programming in any language."
—Sean M. Burke, Leading Programmer, Comprehensive Perl Archive Network (CPAN) 
Most Perl programmers were...
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